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ABSTR.4CT

The choice of an accounting system for any income
maintenance program has important implications for the
programrs fairness, ease of administration, and responsiveness to need, as well as for its impact on inceIltives to work. Great care must be taken in devising
such a system to insure that, in pursuing one goal,
such as fairness~ one does not needlessly or inadvertently sacrifice some other goal, such as responsive
to need.
This discussion paper reviews the shortcomings of
a variety of traditional accounting approaches (ranging
from one in which payments are based simply on the income of the preceding month to one in which payments
are based on a twelve-month moving average) and thereby
tries to signal the pitfalls that one should seek to
avoid. It then d8scribes an accounting innovation
called the carryover concept that copes with the very
difficult problems created by fluctuating incomes and
has the advantage of permitting the system to achieve
fairness as between people of different patterns of
income, without substantial sacrifice of other goals.
Finally, the paper sets forth a model set of rules,
with detailed corrments, for reporting, accounting, and
making payments under an income maintenance program.
It is hoped that the model rules and the discussion of the problems that they respond to will permit
designers of income maintenance programs in the future
to perceive clearly the policy issues presented in the
formulation of an accounting system and to develop the
kind of accounting system that most" effectively promotes their agreed upon policy objectives.

I

The problems of implementation of a negative income tax may seem
at first blush to be technical and mechanical--mere nuisances that can
be disposed of without much further thought.

The special problems of

reporting and accounting are often viewed in this way.

Upon further

consideration, however, it becomes apparent that solutions to these
problems (and to other problems such as how to define income and the
family unit) may contribute significantly to the success or failure
of the program.

There are many alternatives and the choices to be

made are fundamental and important.
The question of how often people must report, for example, has
an important bearing on administrative feasibility as well as on
acceptability of the program to its beneficiaries.

The frequency-of-

reporting problem is in turn related to the even more significant issue
of the proper period for determination of level of benefits.

Should

benefits be based on the income of the past month, the past twelve
months, expectations about the next month or twelve months, some combination of these and other possibilities, or what?

In answering this

kind of question we must take account of administrative feasibility,
responsiveness to need,

i~centives

to work, and other effects.

A

naive solution could seriously undercut one or more of the most funda-·
mental goals of the negative income
erty.

ta~c

approach to the relief of pov-

In this paper we hope to provide some insight into the basic

issues presented by problems of reporting and accounting, as well as
some understanding of the major alternatives.

We will also describe,

first in general terms and then in detail, the accounting system used
in the Institute's urban and rural negative income tax experiments and,
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more particularly, an accounting

innovation-~what we

call a carryover

concept--that permits the syst€m to be highly responsive to need without sacrificing fairness, equity, and other goals.
FAN.ILIAR ACCOUNTING ALTERNATIVES

In traditional welfare programs, benefits are based (at least in
theory) on the recipient's income for the past month (or some other
relatively short period).l

Thus; benefits are very closely related to

current need; the system may be said to be very responsive.
responsiveness works two ways.

Of course

When income is lost, full benefits

become available very qUickly; when income rises, benefits are reduced
or eliminated just as quickly.

Another significant consequence of a

simple, short accounting period is that it favors a person with an
income that fluctuates widely from month to month (either because of
seasonal or sporadic employment or because of bunching).

Such a

person is much better off than he would be under a system using a oneyear accoulltingperiod and, thus, better off than a person with the
same annual income earned in a steady occupation.

For example, the

seasonally employed farm laborer whose income on an annual basis would
be high enough to eliminate all entitlement to benefits may receive
benefits for the months in which he is not working.

This creates a

serious problem of equity between seasonal and steady workers with
similar annual incomes.
tive to budget.

It also tends to deprive a person of incen-

Given a fixed appropriation for the entire program,

more needy persons would be deprived of benefits in favor of less
needy persons.
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The problem of the fluctuating income may not be of great magnitude in the existing welfare

system~

but presumably it will become

much more serious as coverage is broadened--as it would be under the
negative income tax--to include families headed by males engaged in
farming~

construction work, fishing, and other such activities--in

other words, as coverage is broadened to include all of the working
poor.

Moreover~

under traditional welfare programs the bias in favor

of recipients with fluctuating incomes produced by a short accounting
period is blunted to some extent by very stringent asset tests--that
is, by rules that deny benefits to persons with any significant amount
of assets that they can consume.

Thus, if part of a seasonal income

is saved, benefits will later be denied because of the availability
of those savings.

Although an assets test serves to eliminate the

bias in favor of fluctuating incomes, it creates an even more disturbing bias in favor of spendthrifts as opposed to those who prudently
budget their earnings.

And, in any event, a stringent assets test is

one of the harsh features of traditional welfare programs that negative income tax proposals seek to eliminate.

Finally, in traditional

welfare programs any potential bias in favor of persons with fluctuating income may in fact be eliminated by various kinds of ad hoc,
individualized actions and informal controls administered by caseworkers.

But this kind of personalized administrative process is

another feature of traditional welfare that the negative income tax
seeks, for very good reasons,
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to avoid.

One way to avoid the bias in favor of fluctuating income is to
make a year-end adjustment.

Under this approach, payments would be
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made throughout the year on the basis of the income of, say, the preceding month.

Then, at the end of the year, benefits would be calcu-

lated on a yearly basis.

For families with fluctuating incomes the

calculation on an annual basis would often reveal that an overpayment
occurred which would have to be recovered.

But the recovery of such

overpayments could cause considerable hardship for people living at
the edge of poverty, and it is small consolation to observe that they
brought the hardship on themselves by not saving their excess payments.
Accordingly, the possibility of overpayment should be avoided if at all
possible.

We shall describe later an accounting system which retains

virtually all the responsiveness of the short-period approach without
sacrificing either objectivity or uniformity, without having to rely
on an assets test, without leaving any bias in favor of fluctuating
incomes, and without requiring year-end adjustments.
The one-month approach of a typical traditional welfare accounting
system may be contrasted with the annual period used for purposes of
federal income taxation.

If the positive tax model were followed,

income would be reported once a year.

The level of payment to be made

(either in lump sum or, more likely, in twelve installments) would be
based on that return.

This approach has the obvious advantage of

minimizing the bookkeeping burden both on the individual and on the
administering agency.

It eliminates the problems arising from seasonal

fluctuations in income (though not of fluctuation from year to year,
if that is seen as a problem).

It works perfectly well for a family

that never has any income or one with a steady income from year to
year.

It can fail miserably, however, when income drops substantially,
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because in such cases there could be a delay of as long as a year
before any of the family's new need is met.
prospect of a

It may be that the

1ilould'pennit the family to. borrow enougp:.

future·p~.Yll1ent

to live on; perhaps the government itself could provide credit in such
cases.
get.

But private credit could be very expensive and difficult to
A government credit program would, after all, be just one more
)

needs-tested program of a sort, and why have two programs if one will
do?

In the absence of a good system of private or public credit there

'i70uld have to be some fairly substantial welfare program to meet interim
needs.

To maintain such a

prog~am

would be to retain a significant

part of the system that the negative income tax is designed to replace.
Thus, a simple one-year accounting period of the sort suggested does
not seem to be an attractive alternative.
The unresponsiveness to need of the oIle-year period could be
alleviated by borrowing another feature of the positive tax system-namely, the quarterly estimate.

A family could estimate its income for

the next three months (or the next month or any other period) and receive payments based on that estimate.

This kind of procedure would

meet the problem of need but would resurrect another serious problem:
the recovery of overpayments.
An approach that combines some of the virtues of both the twelvemonth and the one-month period is the twelve-month moving average.
Under this approach, income

ould be reported once a month.

't..

(Actually,

reporting once every four weeks will presumably be easier for most of
the working poor, since they will be paid weekly or biweekly.

If a

four-week reporting period is adopted, then thirteen periods rather

___________

_ _ _ _ _J
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than twelve would be averaged; but the principles are all the same.)
Payments each month would be based on the average income of the preceding twelve months.

Each month) as a new report is added, the

earliest one would be dropped from the average.

This approach would

eliminate the problem of seasonal income fluctuation.

In the absence

of mistake or fraud there would be no overpayments or underpayments
as there would be with estimates of future income or with short-period
payments and year-end adjustments.

Such a system is considerably more

responsive than a simple alelve-month period, but is much less responsive than a one-month period.

For example, suppose that a family's

income was at the breakeven point (that is, the point at which income
is just high enough so that no more payments are made) for a year or
more and then dropped to a zero income and stayed there permanently.
Its payment in the month after the drop would be one-twelfth of the
full allowance, in the next month one-sixth) and so on, until the full
allowance level was finally reached twelve months after the drop initially occurred.

Suppose, on the other hand) that income had been zero

for a year and earnings suddenly and permanently increased to the breakeven level.

The process would be reversed and payments 0vhich were at

the maximum level) would gradually be reduced and would finally end a
year later.
Thus,it is obvious that the twelve-month moving average is not
very responsive; it fails to make adequate payments when there is need
and continues to make payments after current income has risen to the
breakeven level.

If the negative income tax is viewed simply as a

program to relieve poverty, then this unresponsiveness is a serious
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weakness of the twelve-month moving average accounting system.

However,

another important goal of negative income taxation is to preserve

incen~

tives to work, and a reasonable amount of unresponsiveness may actually
promote this goal.

For example, for the man who is fully employed, the

prospect of a delay between the loss of earnings and the receipt of full
benefits might operate as an inducement to stay with a job that he would
otherwise abandon.

And, for the man who has been unemployed, the fact

that his benefits will decline slowly as income rises means in effect
that he will keep most ,of his paycheck for quite a while,

wh~ch

might

make the prospect of working more attractive than it would otherwise
be.
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Thus, some degree of unresponsiveness may be a good compromise

between the dual objectives of meeting needs and of maintaining incentives.

The twelve-month moving average may seem excessively unrespon-

sive to need, but a compromise between the two objectives can of course
be achieved by using less than twelve months but more than one.

For

example, in the New Jersey and rural experiments the basic accounting
plan uses a three-month moving average.

The use of a three-month

period reintroduces the problem of the fluctuating income, but that
problem can be solved by use of the carryover concept.

THE CARRYOVER CONCEPT
As has been suggested, the objective of the carryover dovice is
to permit the accounting system to be highly responsive without creating
a bias in favor of seasonally fluctuating income (or income whose receipt is bunched).

Because the idea is something of an innovation and

may therefore not be readily grasped, we will devote the remainder of
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this section to describing it in general terms.

For purposes of illus-

tration, assume monthly reporting of income and monthly recomputation
of benefits. 4 The idea, simply stated, is that income in excess of the
breakeven point in any month creates a carryover account; subsequently,
whenever current income falls below the breakeven point, payment.s are
based not on current income alone but on current income plus income from
the caLryover account.

The carryover account is reduced by the amount

taken from it to bring the income of any subsequent period up to the
breakeven point.

The unused

portion~

if any, remains available for

future use, but a carryover has a life of only eleven months after the
month in which it arises and then expires.

S

A metaphorical explanation may aid understanding:

Imagine that

any income above the breakeven point is required to be put into a
savings account.

There is a separate savings account for each month.

Any time income falls below the breakeven point enough money is taken
from the savings account or accounts to bring
even point.

income up to the break-

If current income plus all available income from the

savings accounts is insufficient to reach the breakeven point, there
will be a deficit, and payments will be made according to the size of
the deficit.

(Where more than one savings account contains money, and

the total monies in all accounts are more than is needed to make

t~

the

difference between current month I s income and the breakeven levf'.1, then
a choice must be made about which account to dip into;

COl)·:.'.,~derzt:i_on

this problem is left for the detailed discussion in Section II.)

After

money has been in a. 'savings account for eleven months, it becomes
immune from seizure for carryover accounting purposes and then may be
used by its owner however he wants.

of
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The carryover device would also be. applied to deductions (for
example, business expenses in excess of receipts, unreimbursed meuical
expenses in excess of a "floor;" and child-care expenses).

Where deduc-

tions exceeded current and carryover income, a negative entry would be
made in the carryover account; the nega.tive account would offset any
future income for eleven months.
The carryover device is, in a sense, independent of the basic
accounting system.

It could be used with a one-month system, a three-

month moving average system, or any of a variety of other possibilities.
Its use in conjunction with a three-month moving average creates complications that are best avoided for the purpose of the present effort to
explain and illustrate the basic concept.

(A three-month moving aver-

age will be used and described in the detailed discussion in Section II.)
For the present, therefore, assume that income is reported once a month
and that payments are based on the income (including carryover income)
of the past month.
Consider the case of a family of four with a basic allowance
(which is the amount paid when income is zero) of $3,000 per year, or
$250 per month, and a tax rate (which is the rate at which payments
are reduced as income rises or, looking at it another way, the percentage of income that cannot be retained) of 50 percent.

The breakeven

point (the level of income at which payments are zero) will be $6,000
per year, or $500 per month.

If the family's income is never below

zero (by virtue of deductions in excess of income) or above the breakeven point of $500 in any month, then the carryover device is irrelevant and payments are the same as they would be under a simple one-month
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accounting system, with all that that implies about responsiveness.
Thus, if the family's income in any month were zero, its payment the
next month would be the maximum of $250.

If the family income reached

the breakeven point of $500 in any month, then it would receive no payment in the next month.
Now assume that the income of the family is from seasonal work
and consists of $1,000 a month earned in each of the months of June,
July) and August; that no income is earned in any other month; and
that this pattern repeats itself every year.

The outcomes are summa-

rized in Chart A which illustrates that, at the end of June, $1,000
is reported, $500 is used to reach the breakeven point for June, and
the remaining $500 goes into a carryover account.
made in July, because of the June income.

No payment would be

At the end of July and at the

end of August, again $500 would be used to reach the breakeven point,
and $500 would go into the carryover account.

In September, a zero

current income would be reported but carryover income is available.
Assume that the oldest carryover is used first (see Rule 10, P. 23)
$500 is taken from the carryover account created at the end of June;
September is therefore treated as a month in which $500 is earned, so
no payment is made in the next month.
end of October and November.

The same thing happens at the

By December, however, the carryover accounts

have been exhausted, so December income is zero and a full payment of
$250 is made in January.
total of $1,500.

Full payments continue through June, for a

This is the same total amount that the family would

have received in a twelve-month period if its total income had been
spread equally over twelve months (that is, if its income had been $250

CHART A

June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. Hay
Current Income

1000 1000 1000

Plus: Income
carryover
Total Income
after application of carryover

1000 1000 1000

o·

a

0

0

a

0

a

0

a

0

0

0

0

a

a

0

250

250

250

250

250

250

'0

a

o

a

o

a

a

a

"0

500

500

500

--

500

500

500

Breakeven point

500

500

500

500

500

500

l\levl Income
carryover

500

500

500

a

0

0

Payment entitlement,
to be paid in
next month

Carryover Income
balance

0

a

500 1000 1500 1000

500

a
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in each month and its payments, consequently, $125 in each month),
Moreover, payments would be timed well in relation to presumed need,
In the kind of case illustrated, the accounting system with the
carryover concept is no less responsive to increases in income than
is a simple one··month accounting system.
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lifuen income has been above

the breakeven point and then falls, however, there may be a problem of .
responsiveness to need for payments,

Looking at the facts used for

illustration in Chart A, payments do not resume unti.l the fourth month
after inCOTIle drops to zero,

If the family, knowing the pattern of its

income and its negative tax payments, prudently saves its "excess"
income in June, July, and August, then those savings will be available
to meet living expenses during the later months in vnlich .the assignment
of the carryover cuts off

pa~uents,

In such cases the savings account

metaphor is apt, there is a behavioral justification for the carryover
device, and there is no hardship,

But vn1at if the family had been

earning, say, $800 a month for mar:.y months, expected that level of income to be pennanent, and consequently had failed to save?

There will

then be an interim need that will not be met by the negative income
tax system.

Hopefully, the number of such cases will be small, particu·-

larly in light of the fact that many steady workers will have income
from

unemplo~nent

compensation when they lose their jobs,

But pre-

sumably some sort of residual welfare program will be necessary to meet
emergency needs.
To illustrate a slightly more complicated situation, assume that
the family earns its income from farming, that its only receipts are
from the sale of a crop in August for $7,000. and that it has expenses
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of $2,000 in June and $2,000 in October and no other deductions.
Assume further

~hat

a strictly cash accounting method is used.

(Complexities such as depreciation will be considered in Section II.)
These outcomes are summarized by Chart B.

In June (the first column

on the chart») since there is no current or carryover

income~

the

$2,000 expense cannot be used to offset any income and therefore will
create a negative carryover.

June and July are zero-income months,

entitling the unit to the full payment of $250, with the payment being
made in the following month.
is reduced to

$5~000

created in June.

In August, the current income of $7,000

by application of the $2,000 negative carryover

From this $5,000, $500 is used to bring income to

the breakeven point in August and the remaining $4,500 becomes a
positive carryover.

In September, $500 of the carryover is used to

bring income to the breakeven point.

In October. accordingly, $4,000

initially remains in the carryover account:

$2,500 is used--$2.000

to offset expenses and $500 to reach the breakeven point.

The remain-

ing $l.500 in the carryover account is used. $500 per month, to reach
the breakeven point in November. December, ,and January.

In February.

there is no current or carryover income; it is a zero-income month
and entitles the unit to a full payment. which is made in, the next
month.

The same is true in March, April. and May.

For the year. net

income is $3.000 and total payments to the unit are $1,500 ($250 per
month'for 6 months)--which. of course. is the proper result on an
annual basis.
These presentations may make the system appear to be excessively
complex.

In fact, it must be assumed that the calculations will be

CHART B
(Negative figures in parentheses)
June "July Aug."

Sept.

Oct." Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. M€1 r • Apr. May

Current income
less current de(2000)
ductions

0

7000

0

(2000)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Plus or minus
Income carryover

0

(2000)

500

2500

5GO

.500

500

0

0

0

0

0

5000

500

500

500

500

500

0

0

0

0

500

500

500

500

500

500

0

0

0

0

0

250

250

250

250

500

0

o

o

o

o

0

Total income after
applying carry(2000)
overs
Breakeven point
New carryover
Payment entitlement, to be paid
in ne2ct month

(2000)

250

4500

250

0

Carryover balances (2000)(2000) 4500

4000

1500 1000
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made by computers.

The computational job is easy once the information

is fed into a computer.

It is true that the monthly job of collecting

information and feeding it into the computer is a big one in the aggregate, but that kind of processing job cannot be avoided without abandoning responsiveness.

The point is that the carryover device does not

add to the processing burden; it adds only to the computational burden,
which is e~sily handled by computers.
II
RULES AND CON/MENTS

It seems useful at this point to set forth the actual rules we
developed for use in the rural experiment, together with explanatory
connnents.

The rules utilize both a three-period moving average
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and

a carryover.
1.

Definitions.

a. ViNet income ii means income less allowable deductions.
Net income may be either positive or negative.
b. iiAverage net income" means the arithmetical average
of net income for three consecutive periods. The average
is computed by algebraically adding the net incomes for
the three periods and dividing the sum by three. Average
net income can be either positive or negative.
c. "Brea,keven point ll is the amount of average net income
which would reduce payments to zero.
Comments to Rule 1:

The definitions of income and the enumeration

of allowable deductions are outside the scope of this paper.

It is

sufficient to note that income is far more compendiously defined ror
negative income tax than for positive income tax purposes.

For example,

gross income includes imputed rent on o'wner-occupied homes and a provision for annual consumption of 10 percent of the unitVs usable capital.

These innovations create accounting problems which are dealt

,vith in Rule 6 ~

infr~.

Hany of the personal deductions granted under

the positive income tax are not a.llowed.
Arnong the allowable deductions is a provision for deducting twice

withholding~ decla~

the amount of positive income taxes paid, whether by
ration of estimated

tax~

or otherwise.

The essential purpose is to

reimburse federal~ state~ and local income taxes.
n~re
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Q
7

This might be done

directly by simply providing that taxes paid should be added to

the basic pajrment prior to deduction of 50 percent of net income.
However~

it proved to be more convenient in defining the breakeven point

and in drafting carryover provisions to treat taxes as a deduction.

A

double deduction is required because allowing only a single deduction
would have the effect (under a 50 percent negative tax rate) of reimbursing only half the taxes paid.

lO

Any refunds of income taxes must

be included in income (after being doubled) in order to prevent excessive reimbursement.
The computations required by Rule I are simple.
the three periods averaged is minus $300, minus

$600~

average net income vwuld be a negative $250 (1. e.
sum of -300,

-600~

If net income for

~

and positive

$150~

1/3 of the algebraic

and +150).

The breakeven point is also easy to compute.
ance n in a period is $250 and the tax rate is 50
point would be $500.

If the "basic allowpercent~

the breakeven

The meaning of a 50 percent tax rate is tha.t pay-

ments are reduced by one-half of income.

Therefore~

when income reached

15
$500~

A breakeven point is needed as a

the payment would be zero.

measuring rod against income to determine whether a carryover has been
created, as well as to measure the consumption of the carryover in
subsequent periods.
d 11
1t. .1S POSS1'bl e
As some commentators h ave note,

t1;'170 breakeven points.

t

.
0 conce1ve
0f

The "first ll breakeven point is the level of in-

come at which the payment would be zero if there were no reimbursement
of positive tax.

The "second ll breakeven point is the level of income

at which the payment would be zero, assuming that taxes are reimbursed.
In the range of incomes between the two breakeven points, the negative
tax payment will be less than the positive taxes paid out; the sole
function of the negative tax program in that range would be to offset
part of the unitVs positive tax burden.

In other words, if the plan

fully reimburses income taxes, then, at the first breakeven point, the
negative tax payment will be equal to the positive tax payment.

At

the second breakeven point, the negative tax payment would be zero.
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The negative income tax plan to be used in the rural experiment
does fully reimburse income taxes.
of no particular significance.

Hence the first breakeven point is

The second breakeven point is the sig-

nificant one and the one utilized in these rules as a measuring rod
against income to determine whether a positive carryover

ha~

arisen.

All further references to a breakeven point mean the second breekcven
point.
The definition and computation of the breakeven point is ercC'.tly
simplified by treating taxes paid as a double deduction (the "dc',:lole
deduction approach li ) rather than ignoring taxes in the calculation of
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net income and then adding them on to the payment (lithe reimbursement
approach ii ) .

The complexity is created by the fact that the amount of

positive tax may vary sharply for the same amount of income as defined
,for negative tax purposes.

Whether the unit files

separately~ jointly~

or as.head of household; whether it claims the minimum standard deduction or itemizes deductions; how many. personal exemptions can be claimed
~~hich

is based on the number of dependents and whether anyone is over

65 or blind)--all these factors and others cause positive tax on the
same amount of income to differ.
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Consequently~ it is not possible to

state in advance what the breakeven point will be if it is based on pretax

income~

as it is under the reimbursement approach.

Nor will it be

obvious from the amount of pre-tax income whether the unit is over the
breakeven

point~

thus creating a positive carryover, or whether the unit

is under the breakeven point, thus being entitled to payment.
The definition of the breakeven point under the double deduction
approach is

sin~le.

It is the basic allowance times the reciprocal of

the negative tax rate.

For example, assuming a basic allowance of $250

and a negative tax rate of 50

percent~

the breakeven point is $500.

It

will be iUliaediately clear whether net income is above or below the breakeven point.
As suggested above, the definition of breakeven point under the
reimbursement approach

is~

in contrast, most atncrJard.

It is that amount

of pre-tax income which will generate positive taxes such that the taxes,
plus the basic allowance, equal one-half of income.

And it will be

impossible to prepare in advance a schedule of breakeven points since
they will vary for each unit.

-------------
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Perhaps an example will clarify the foregoing.
allowance of $250 and a 50 percent negative tax rate.
(before taxes) is $520 and taxes are $30.
unit is entitled to a payment of $20.

Assume a basic
Assume net i.ncome

Under either

approach~

the

Under the double deduction approach

income is $460 (pre-tax income--$520--less $60--twice the amount of taxes
paid).

It is immediately apparent that income is below the breakeven

point of $500.

Under the reimbursement

approach~

it is not immediately

obvious from the income level of $520 (without some further arithmetic)
that the unit is below the breakeven point.

In fact it cannot be ascer-

tained from these figures alone just what the breakeven point would be~
except

that~

for this

unit~

it is above $520.

2. The accounting period (sometimes referred to as "the
period li ) is four weeks.
Coment:

It seems convenient to utilize a reporting period

corresponds to the pay period of employees.

~vhich

This is more apt to be

weekly or bi-we"ekly than monthly;· hence these rules utilize an accounting period based on weeks.

There will be about 13 periods

~n

the cal-

ender year rather than the 12 used in examples earlier in this paper.
The accounting periods will not fit perfectly into the calender year
(52 weeks is only 364 days).
3. Net income of the preceding period will be
reported every four v-Jeeks. Payments will be made every
two \veeks.
4. Payments will be based on average net income"
for the preceding three periods. Carryovers will be
added to or subtracted from average net income as provided in Rule 9.
5. Income and deductions will be reported under the
same method of accountlng used for positive ir,.'~0me tax
purposes. If no positive income tax returns have been
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filed, the cash receipts and disbursements method
shall be employed, Net income from a trade or business
(other than as an employee) may (but need not) be computed and reported once a year when the federal income
tax return reporting such net income is filed (or would
be filed if taxes were payable), Net income from a trade
or business, if reported once a year, must be reported
at the same time ~very year, Such net income shall be
divided into thirteen equal parts, one of which will be
assigned to the period in. which the calculation is made
and one of which will be assigned to each of the next
12 periods.
Comment:

Most units will be composed of persons who have always

used the cash method of accounting; however, there may be some small
tradesmen vlho use the accrual method for positive income tax purposes.
It seems desirable to permit such persons to use the same method for
negative tax purposes, particularly since they may well be reporting
annually under this rule.

In a unit with a member using accrual

accounting, there may also be a wage earner vlho is on the cf.'sh

m~thod;

the simplest approach is to let everyone in the unit report on the same
basis used for positive tax purposes.
The reason for permitting the reporting of income from a trade
or business (other than as an employee) once a year is to Sil'lplify
bookkeeping.

Small tntdesmen probably do not close their books a.ny

more frequeritly than required for positive income tax purposes.

The

disadvantage of the annual accounting approach, hOvle'Ter, is that it is
quite un:::esponsive to need,
until April 15, 1970.

Income in January 1969 may noi: be 17'O.'.:::,orted

Thus i t will be reflected in the payment J,e.vel

for the first time 15 months after receipt.
seems a

necessa~J

Nevertheless 9 the

compromise with practicality.

:rn~.e
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6.

Income or deductions resulting from:

a. The computation of imputed rent from an
owner-occupied dwelling;
b.

The computation of capital consumption, or;

c. Depreciation or amortization of assets used
in a trade or business (which does not report annually
under Rule 5),
Shall be divided into 13 equal parts, one of which
will be assigned to the period in which the calculation is made and one of which will be assigned to
each succeeding period until a recomputation is
made. Such computations shall be made as of the
beginning of the experiment and whenever a new unit
is for~med. Said computations shall be repeated not
later than one year after the earlier computation on
such date as the administrator shall determine (and
on a corresponding date in succeeding years).
\

The items described in Rules 5 and 6 share a

co~~on

trait--

although they are enjoyed or suffered constantly, our accounting provisions cause them to be reported in an annual lump.

These items--

namely net income from annual reporting of a trade or business, imputed
rent, capital consumption inconle, and depreciation deductions--might
be accounted for in two different ways.

They might simply be treated

as the income or deduction of the period in which the calculation
happens to be made.

This might create a carryover which would be con-

sumed sometime during succeeding periods.

The alternative--which we

have employed--is to pro rate the amounts into the calculation period
plus succeeding periods.

This seems a more accurate reflection of

reality since the items are being enjoyed or suffered continuously,
not in a lump.

It would seem unrealistic, for

example~

to create a

positive carryover from capital consumption ivhich might reduce payments
to zero in the calculation period and in, say, three subsequent periods
and which would be ignored after the carryover runs out.
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7. A' "positive carryover" is computed by
subtracting the breakeven point from average net
income (after any negative carryover is first
subtracted from average net income).
Comment:· The computation of a positive carryover may be illustrated as follows:

Suppose average net income is $800 and there is

a $100 negative carryover.
carryover of $200 is created
unit.

If the breakeven point is $500, a positive
14

and no payments would be made to the

Note that there could never be both a positive and a negative

carryover carried into a single

period~

since the two would have off-

set each other in a prior period.
8. A "negative carryover" is created if average
net income (after any positive carryover is first added
to average net income) is a negative figure.
9. A positive or negative carryover is carried
forward to the next succeeding period and added to
or subtracted from average net income. If the sum
again exceeds the breakeven point, in the case of
a positive carryover, or the difference again is
negative in the case of a negative carryover the
portion of the carryover not used to bring average
net income up to the breakeven point or do,vu to
zero shall be carried forward in the same manner
to the next succeeding periods. No carryover may
be carried forward for more than 12 periods
following the period in which it first arose.
A carryover is deemed to arise in the most recent
period of the three periods averaged under Rule 4.
ConTInent to Rule 9:

We have already pointed out how a positive

carryover can be likened to a savings account.

~fuenever

income falls

below the breakeven point, the unit is deemed to draw from the savings
account enough money to bring income up to the breakeven point.

In

the case of a neg~tive carryover~ the unit hypothetically incurred
debts when the carryover arose.
pay the debts.

It must allocate current income to

Therefore, it is entitled to a payment notwithstanding

its current income.
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We have provided that a carryover expires after one year (i.e.,
after the period in which it arose plus the succeeding twelve periods).
The carryover thus equalizes the positions of those with seasonal
employment and those with steady jobs producing the same annual income.
A longer expiration period would equalize the positions of those whose
incomes fluctuate from year to year (such as farmers) and those with a
steady income year after year.
Thus a longer expiration period would improve the plan's performance in treating equally persons with the same long-term income.
However, there are substantial drawbacks to lengthening the expiration
period.

One is, of course, the bookkeeping problem of maintaining

carryover accounts over a long period of time--as well as explaining
to recipients why they are receiving no benefi,ts.

Another problem

with a very long carryover period is that the assumption underlying
the positive carryover concept--i.e., that the family will conserve
funds from the high income period-·-tends to become unrealistic.
ine, for example, a

f~mily

Imag-

with a steady income above the breakeven

ir!~.:(':ne

d::";::'.s

rf~.r.manently

likely to have set

a8~de

substantial sums for the lean period and may

point v71102e

well become needy fairly soon.

to zero.

Such a family is not

Even in the case of the person receiving

a large nonrecurring payment, such as a recovery for a di,8:.:tbling in.jury,
it appears unrealistic to assume that the family can budget the amount
received to meet day-to-day needs far in the future.

Thus, as the

carryover peri0d lengthens, it becomes more diff:i.cu,l.t to mp,:i;ntA.:ln that
total income during that period is the most accurat," i.aCl:7.c:-:,1.'ir ,rl
need.

(If

Similarly, the assumptions underlying the llegdtive carryover
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become dubious as the lifetime of the carryover lengthens.
resulting from the loss period will eventually be paid
mised~or

discharged in bankruptcy.

Thus~

all things

off~

Debts
compro-

considered~

we

felt that one year was a reasonable compromise.
Of

course~

in some cases, income over the breakeven point will

be turned into assets which survive the expiration of the carryover.
This windfal1 9 will in part, be offset by a capital consumption provision which annually treats as income one-tenth of total capital
(after certa.in
personal

items~

exemptions~

primarily for

homes~

business

assets~

and

all within specified dollar limits).

Several technical points about Rule 9 might be noted.

We provide

that the carryover is added to or subtracted from average net income-not added or subtracted from the sum of the net incomes of the three
periods before dividing by three.
be wrong.

The latter approach would clearly

The positive carryover was computed by subtracting the

breakeven point from an averaged figure (not from the sum of the figures
before dividing by three); if the carryover were added to the sum of
the net incomes of the three periods before dividing by

three~

the

effect would be to dilute by two--thirds the effect of the carryover in
reducing benefit payments.

The same is true of a negative

carryover~

which arises because average net income was negative.
Finally~

the rules provide that a carryover will Harise" in the

most recent of the three periods averaged.
net income in five consecutive periods is
$100.

For example, assume that
$400~

$400 9 $1300 9 $700 9 and

Average net income in period 3 would be $700 (l/3 of $400 + 400

+ 1300).

If the breakeven point were $500 9 a $200 positive carryover
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would be created and would be viewed as arising in the third of the
three periods averaged.

Average net income in period 4 would be $800

(1/3 of 400 + 1300 + 700) and a $300 carryover would arise from period
4.

Average net income in period 5 would be $700 (1/3 of 1300 + 700 +

100) and a $200 carryover would arise in period 5.

These carryovers

would expire (if not used up in intervening periods) after the 15th,
16th~

and 17th periods respectively.
10. If a carryover is available from more than
one preceding period, it shall be taken from the
earliest available period.
Comment:

There are at least three defensible procedures for

determining the order in which carryovers are utilized.

One approach--

which is used in Rule 10--might be called FIFO (meaning first-in, firstout---after one of the inventory procedures used for positive tax purposes).

The notion is that the first carryovers created are the first

ones used.

From the recipient's point of view, this is the least favor-

able approach to positive carryovers because it is in his interest to
have a positive carryover expire rather than be utilized.
approach (used in Rule 10)

wou1d~

The FIFO

by using the oldest carryovers first,

minimize the chances of expiration.

By the same token, of

course~

FIFO

represents the most favorable approach to negative carryovers from the
recipient's viewpoint.
A second rational approach would be 'LIFO (last--in, first-out), in
which the last carryover created would be the first one used.
mizes the possibility of the expiration of a carryover.
LIFO approaches can be illustrated in this example:

It maxi-

The FIFO and

Suppose positive

carryovers of $500 and $750 arise in periods 1 and 2 respectively and

assume a $500 breakeven point, a 50 percent rate and a $250 basic allowance.

Then

aSSlli~e

that income is at the breakeven point until the 12th,

13th, and 14th periods, when income is zero.

If FIFO is used, the en-

tire carryover from period 1 will be utilized in period. 12; $500 of
the carryover from period 2.will be utilized in period 13, and $250 in
period 14.

Thus there will be payments of zero for periods 12 and 13

and $125 for period 14.

On the other hand, if LIFO were used, the pay-

ments in periods 12 and 13 would still be zero, but the payment in
period 14 would be $250--the basic allowance.

This is because the

period 2 carryover is used first--·$500 in period 12 and $250 in period
13.

The period 1 carryover is used to the extent of $250 in period 13,

but the remaining $250 of the period 1 carryover then expires and no
carryover is available for period 14.
Still a third approach to this problem might be called the "ratable
drav7dovm. Ii

This approach 'tvould use a pro rata part of all available

carryovers in the periods to which they can be carried.

For example,

assume again the example employed in the preceding paragraph in

~fllich

carryovers of $500 from period land $750 from period 2 are available.
The $500 of carryover utilized in both periods 12 and 13 would be
drawn 2/5 from the $500 carryover from period 12 ($200 in both periods)
and 3/5
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from the carryforvlard from period 2 ($300 in both periods).

Following period 13, the remaining carryforward from period 1 ($100)
would expire and only the remaining carryover from period 2 ($150)
would be available for use in period 14.

Therefore~

unit would be entitled to a payment of $175.

in period J4 t.he
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It is difficult to make a rational choice from among the three
methods.

We rejected the ratable drawdown approach, even though it

seemed the fairest compromise, because it is complicated and difficult
to

e~lain

to the recipients.

Since a computer would be making the

calculations, however, it would be feasible to use the ratable drawdown approach in spite of its difficulty.

As between FIFO and LIFO,

we selected FIFO as being more consistent with the assumptions underlying the carryover approach.

Carryovers last one year, and then ex-

pire; the premise is that a unit can reasonably be expected to conserve
for one year the assets generated by a high-income period.

16

By using

the oldest carryover first, FIFO maximizes the chances that a positive
carryover \.vill be used during its one-year life
hypothetically available to be drawn on.

expectan~¥

when ..it is

LIFO, on the other hand,

maximizes the chances that a positive carryforward will expire, even
though it would have been used up if an additional positive carryover
had not arisen in a later period.

Such an expiration would be a wind-

fall which FIFO would tend to prevent.

By the same token, of course,

FIFO tnaximizes the chances that a negative carryover will be used,
rather than expire, which again seems consistent with equity.
11. For purposes of computing average net income under
Rule 4, the income and deductions of the preceding three periods
will be the income and deductions of persons who were members
of the unit in the preceding period. Payments will be based
upon family composition of the preceding period.
Comment:

Among the most difficult choices involved in drafting a

negative income tax plan are those encountered in defining the family
unit.

Once these decisions have been made, the accounting provisions

must be integrated with the family rules.
for this purpose.

Rules 11 and 12 are designed

Rule 11 prOVides that, in the event a unit
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in size (for

example~

the departure of a

by a marriage) or splits up (for

son)~

example~

by

the income and deductions of the three

periods averaged will be the income and deductions of the persons
who were members of the unit in the preceding period.

In other

words~

a change in the family unit would immediately be reflected in the
calculation of benefits.

Thus suppose

that~

in each of periods 1, 2,

and 3, the family's income was $300, of which $100 was attributable
to the earnings of a son.
income drops to $200.
2~

In period 4 the son leaves and the family's

The average income for the family for periods

3, and 4 would be only $200 since the son's departure in period 4

requires readjustment of the unit 1 s income in the 3 periods averaged.
The son, if he qualifies for benefits, would report income for each
of the three preceding periods of $100.
12. Upon initial enrollment~ or whenever a new
unit increases or decreases in size~ carryovers
arising from earlier periods will be computed by
exaulining income and deductions for the preceding 12
periods~ as though these rules had applied to such
periods. In the event that a carryover arising in
the preceding 12 periods cannot readily be allocated
to the appropriate individual, it shall be allocated
to the filer in the unit which reported the carryover.
Comment:

At the beginning of the experiment, it is necessary to

trace the financial history of each family unit for the preceding 12
periods to find out whether there is a carryover which must be taken
into account in computing benefits.
a unit increases in size or splits

The same analysis is required if
up~

since a carryover must be allo-

cated to the appropriate individual who may be joining or leaving the
group.

The administrative effort required to reconstruct and analyze

earlier periods is a serious drawback of the carryover method.

We feel
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these administrative costs are tolerable when compared to the benefits
of the carryover system described in Section I.
We further provide

that~

if a carryover cannot be couveniently

allocated to the appropriate individual .i.e., tIle person primarily
responsible for the activities which generated the carryover, it will
ube allocated to the head of the uuit reporting the carryover.

The theory

for this approach is that he is likely to have had control over the
familyV s finances.

Normally; however, it should be easy to decide who

is responsible for the carryover since it would typically be attributable to services or to property or a business

o~vned

by a particular

person within the unit.
Another defensible approach to the problem of allocation of carryovers would be to pro rate them between the two units.
suppose that, in a family of a

husband~

For examples

wife, son, and daughter, the

fatherVs work as a farm laborer generated an income carryover.
further that the son leaves home.

Assume

One might divide the carryover 1/4

to the son and 3/4 to the remainder of the family.

The argument in

favor of this approach would be that the negative income tax treats the
family as a unit.

This assumes that income and benefits are shared.

Thus a carryover--which is attributable to income or deductions of an
earlier period--should also be shared between family members without
regard to >vho was responsible for it.

This approach would be adminis-

tratively simpler in one respect--because it obviates the need to
decide who was responsible for the carryover-'-but more complex in
another respect since it multiplies the number of individuals who bear
carryovers .vith them when they change units.
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We rejected the pro ration approach because we think it makes
more sense to allocate the carryover to the person responsible for
it.

The assumption of

ge~her~

sharing~

which is useful when the unit is to'"

makes much less sense when it splits up.

In the example in the

previous paragraph, it seems more reasonable to assume that the "nest
egg" represented by the carryover is in the control of the father ,,;rho
earned it.

If the son qualifies as a new unit, it would be unjust to

reduce his payments by reason of a carryover which represents resources
to ,(!Jhich he has

I10

access.

Iioreover, the carryover is necessary to

properly reflect the income of the unit headed by the
probably will continue to earn seasonally.
as an urban laborer with a steady

income~

father~ ~vho

If the son takes a job
a positive carryover is not

appropriate in calculating his benefit level.
Obviously~

it

~vould

it v7i1l not be feasible to decide in each case whether

be more appropriate to utilize the responsibility model (i.e.

Rule 12) or the pro ration model (explained in the previous paragrapl1).
Our choice represents simply a guess that the responsibility model
will be realistic more often than the sharing model.

Footnotes

lEy "traditional "7elfare programs" we mean programs such as AFDC
and general assistance that are designed purely to relieve poverty;
not social welfare programs such as OASDHI.
2\-Jil1iam A. Klien, "Some Basic Problems of Negative Income Taxation,"

Wisoonsin Law Review (SwMler 1966) pp. 789-797.
30 £ course, we do not know to what extent, if any, this phenomenon
would occur. That is \'711y a tvJelve-month moving average accounting
system is one of the experimental variables in the urban experiment.
I,

The device also works with other reporting and recomputation
peri.ods; it becomes unnecessary, hO~'Jever, 'with an annual, or a t"t'1e1vemonth moving average system. An annual system, by hypothesis, will even
out seasonal fluctuation. The carryover concept could be employed in
connection with an annual system if there were concern with annual
fluctuations.
"t

5If the carryover were used to even out annual fluctuations then,
like the net operating loss or charitable contribution car'ryovers under
the positive income tax, it should have a life of several years.
6This is also true when there is a deduction carryover but the amount
is not great enougu to reduce current income below the breakeven point.
If the deduction carryover equals or exceeds curre:l.t :f.ncome, t!1en paymen.ts
\dll continue in spite of an i!.lcreas~ in curren.t income,. but that result
is ptecisely what one wants, ih tne interests of fairness.

7The period used in these rules is four weeks' rather than one month
(unlike the examples in Section I). See the comrnent to Rule 2. The
rural rules also contain a one-month' plan li7ith a carry~ver, for comp.s.rative evaluation purposes.
81 £ a negative tax rate other than a 50 percent is used, the multiple
for the income tax deduction should be the reciprocal of the negative
tax :.::ate.
9

The reason for reimbursing taxes is to preserve the overall 50 percent tax rate. If there is a 50 percent negative income tax rate plus
a 14 percent positive income tax rate, the unit winds up with less than
50¢ of each dollar earned if taxes are not reimbursed. Therefore the
incentive effect of the plan is altered from that intended.
100ne might rationally propose a system which reimbursed only half
the income taxes rather than the full amount. Such a system would be
consistent. with preserving incentives, see note 8, supra, if the recipient bases his decisions to Hork on litake-home ll pay rather than
pre-tax pay.

Footnotes (cont'd)

For example~ suppose Lhat~ in the first period, a family earns $50
and pays income tax of $8; the take-home pay is $42. In the second
period~ it earns $60 and pays income tax of $10; the take-home pay is
$50. Under the plan explained herein, vn1ich reimburses all income taxes~
a benefit of $233 would be paid in the first period and $230 in the
second period. (This assumes a $250 basic allowance and a 50 per~ep.t.
negative income tax rate.) This means that, in the first period, .the
fmaily retains a total of $275--$233 henefit plus $42 take-home pay. In
the second period, the family retains $280--$230 benefit plus $50 take-home
pay. Consequently~ froD $10 additional pre-tax income, $5 was retaine~.
But of $8.. ad.ditioual take-~1ome pay, $5 '·,as reta.i.ned. . Thus the negative
iEcome tax !ate is only 37.5 percent (i. e $3. out of $8), rather than. 50 percent if the familTlVietls ta!:i:e-home pay as the relevant standard O!l ~ihich to
'0aCl(~ dec:tsi.ons to ~,'·orL.
Thus the plan ~'Te propose may not be. accurately
testing the incentivesffects of 8. 50 percent ta.x rate.

If we reimbursed only half of income taxes paid, rather than the
entire amount, the benefit in the first period would be $229 and in the
second period would be $225. Thus in the first period, the family would
retain $271--$229 benefit plus $42 take··-home pay. In the second period 9
the family vlould retain $275--·$225 benefit plus $50 take-home pay. Thl.ls~
of an additional $3 in take-home pay~ $t~ \\7as retained. But, of an additional $10 in pre--tax pay, only $tr uas retained. Consequently, the
negative income tax rate would be 60 percent (i.e. $6 out of $10) if the
family vi~vs pre-tax income as the relevant standard on which to base
decisions to work. Suer.l a plan \vould be less expensive than the one \'7e
propose~ but it might contain unacceptable disincentives to work.
11Shelclon S. Cohen, iiAd1llinistrative Aspects of a negative Income
~~iversity of PennsyZvania Law ReviGw Vol. 117, No. 5 (Mar~h 1969),
pp. 681-682; COIr.ment~ A Nod~l Neg2tive Income Tax Stat1.1te 9 Yale l.St\·:r
Journal 9 VoL 78~··iiio. 2. (December 1968), p. 271.

Tax~1i

l2A negative income tax might provide for the reimbursement of positive
taxes only up to the first breakeven point. However~ assuming that some
positive income tax was in fact being paid at the first breakeven point 9
the result would be a sharp discontinuity in the unit I s position vis·-a-vis
the government. Suppose that~ at the first breakeven point~ thp. unit was
paying $300 of income tax per annum; the unit would therefo'~e r,-~,::·:dve
$300 in benefits. If taxes "Vlere reimbursed only up to the firs:: breakeven point and if the unit earned one additional dollar~ it wou~d receive
no benefit and would be paying out more than $300 in taxes. This "notch ll
in payments seems highly undesirable since it provides a disincentive to
earn that extra dollar.

Footnotes (contVd)

13See Internal Revenue Code of 1954 sections l(a.)~.l(b), 2 (separate?
joint? head of household returns); 141(c) (minimmu standard deduction);
161-182 (personal deductions); and 151-,54 (exemptions).
14Note that the carryO"lTer is applied after, not before, 'the averaging
process is completed. This is explained in the comment to Rule 3, infr~.
Ii:;

jIn other words, $1250 of carryover is available; 2/5 of it ($500)
arises from period 1 and 3/5 of it ($750) arises from period 2.
16 In t-'
,premlse
.
.
th a t d e bt s
~ne case of a nega t '
~ve carryover? tne
lS
insured as a result of the loss period are still being paid off.

